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In 2000, we started Snagajob, a site focused on connecting  

job seekers and employers. Since then, we’ve grown into much  

more than a job board, so we’ve got a new name to show it.  

As Snag, we’re excited for the future—and we’re excited to  
have you with us.

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc


What exactly is 
underemployment?
Before we get started, you might be wondering what exactly underemployment is.

According  to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 8% of all American workers, hourly  
and otherwise, are currently underemployed. Here at Snag, we define it as those  
who are currently employed hourly (full-time, part-time, seasonally) or rely on gig work  
as their primary source of income but need more hours than they are currently getting. 

A couple times a year, we conduct our State of the Hourly Worker survey to get a  
glimpse into the lives of people working the hourly front lines. In January 2018, we  
surveyed more than 2,000 hourly workers, all currently making less than $20/hour,  
and discovered underemployment is a huge influence on today’s workforce. 

So what does this mean for you and how you hire?
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Introducing the 
                               underemployed 

 

 

 

Hardworking. Struggling financially.  
Searching for better opportunities.  
These are just a few ways to describe the  
average underemployed worker. But beneath  
the surface, there’s even more to this group  
than meets the eye. Understanding what  
makes them so di�erent is just the start.  
Once you have a better idea of who these  
workers are, you can begin recruiting them.

“I am underemployed  
because I’m struggling  
to survive and pay o�  
my debt. My hours aren’t  
stable and I don’t get paid  
enough to only have one job. ”

Lauren

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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Underemployment a�ects workers of di�erent ages, across a variety  
of industries. In fact, nearly 40% of those surveyed identify as underemployed.  
The proof is in the numbers: The underemployed are definitely a force to be  
reckoned with—there might even be a few on your team right now. 

70% 
Female

30% 
Male

Gender

47%   
RestaurantRates by 

Industry 

38%   
Hospitality

41%   
Retail

A picture of the underemployed 

Underemployed workers are  
2x more likely to accumulate  
debt as those that aren’t

7%

Age
Gen Z (19 and under)

Millennials (20-34)

Gen X (35-54)

Boomers (55+)

12%

52%
29%

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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Hours, hours  
and more hours 

 

 

At the heart of underemployment is the  
issue of hours: These workers need more  
but can’t get them in their part-time roles. 
Schedules also tend to vary from week  
to week, becoming an indicator of paycheck  
size and how they’ll survive until the next  
one. For the underemployed, one job  
just won’t cut it to provide them with the  
hours they need. 

“I work two part-time  
jobs and it still doesn’t  
equal to a full-time job, 
which is crazy.”
Denise

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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Less-than-perfect timing

When it comes to accepting a new job, the amount of hours promised  
can really help seal the deal. But for a lot of workers, that all changes once they’re  
o�icially on the clock. Just over 40% of hourly workers surveyed aren’t getting  
the hours they were initially expecting, presenting one of the biggest challenges  
for the underemployed.  

A shift in how you schedule 

For workers, getting a new schedule shouldn’t feel  
like a roll of the dice. Every week, 40% of workers see  
their schedule fluctuate by 5 hours or more. This sort  
of schedule instability can have a ripple e�ect outside  
the workplace.     

Changing how you build and share shifts is an easy  
start to keeping workers satisfied. Make your  
schedules feel like less of a gamble with consistent  
hours and a focused e�ort on schedule stability. 

A great way to start is by establishing a better routine  
for sharing schedules. Make an e�ort to consistently 
distribute shifts at least a week in advance. Just don’t  
leave your employees hanging!

When it comes to hours, be straightforward when communicating about any changes, 
especially if there’s a drastic drop. This provides your team enough of a heads-up to plan 
accordingly and avoid any surprises. 

Only 1 in 4 underemployed workers  

are scheduled 35+ hours a week

21% get  
less than  
24 hours 
notice  
of any 
schedule 
changes

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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Full-time expectations 

 

 

What do workers like even more  
than consistent hours? The possibility  
of a full-time job. Over the last few  
years, Snag has seen a 43% increase 
in searches for full-time jobs online.  
These positions are hot commodities  
in today’s marketplace since they provide  
dependable hours, better benefits and  
the chance to cultivate a career. And of  
course, more money too.

 “Unfortunately,  
my position  
is not full-time  
but I still have  
full-time bills.” 

Erica

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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One job to rule them all

Most underemployed workers, 74% to be exact, would prefer to work a single  
full-time job to get the hours (and pay) they need. It means less instability with  
schedules and paychecks, and more opportunities to thrive in the workplace. 

Whether it’s serving in a busy restaurant or helping customers on the sales floor,  
workers across industries experience noticeable di�erences in pay. On average,  
full-time workers make $3/hour more than their part-time counterparts. 

A huge draw of a full-time position is the promise of better benefits: 20% of survey 
participants working part time receive no perks or benefits—less than 10% of full-time 
workers claim the same. 

Top bene�ts  
FT vs. PT

Full  
time 

Part  
time

Paid time o�

64%

25%

Health insurance

63%

24%

401k

22%

53%

Avg. hourly  
wage FT vs. PT

Full  
time 

Part  
time

$9.67 $8.61

$12.46 $10.02

$11.90 $10.55

Restaurant

Retail

Hospitality

-$1.06

-$2.44

-$1.35

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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Everyone bene�ts... 

When you o�er full-time opportunities, workers aren’t tempted to stray  
to find more hours and stability. However, if you can’t o�er full-time hours,  
there are a few things you can o�er to attract more candidates and  
convince your current employees to stick around. 

Part-time perks, full-time promises

Figure out the best perks and benefits available  
to part-time employees. If the more traditional options  
are o� the table, try thinking outside the box (special 
discounts, team rewards, etc.). Once you determine  
what’s realistic for your business, highlight them in job 
descriptions and throughout the interview process. 

And while you may not have full-time opportunities  
right now, they can sometimes present themselves  
in the future. Current and potential employees should  
know about the di�erent career paths within your  
business. A careers page is perfect for spotlighting  
sta� who’ve earned leadership positions and how  
your brand supports growth from entry-level positions.

Perk ideas: federal holidays off,  
special discounts and childcare

Part-time 
searches 
decreased  
by 27%  
on Snag

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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The side hustle 
 

 

 

 

Underemployment and the current  
gig economy go hand in hand.  
Whenever you hear “gig,” it’s referring  
to work that’s short-term, temporary  
and typically tied to independent  
contractors. Businesses like Lyft and  
Uber are just a few examples of di�erent 
options workers have to gain more control  
of their time and make a living wage. 

More than 80% 
are willing to  
work multiple jobs 
to get the hours 
they need

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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The allure of the hustle

Side hustles give underemployed workers more control over their schedules  
while providing them with the extra hours they’re looking for. Just one more way  
to make that living wage a reality.   

Extra shifts on the side

You don’t have to stand on the sidelines as shifts keep 
evolving – make the gig economy work for you.  Embrace 
gigs as you recruit and hire the same workers who rely 
on them. Find ways your business can become involved 
without completely disrupting how you run things. 

Flexible work is ideal for people juggling jobs to get the 
hours they need, so create schedules that work in tandem 
with their side hustles. Throughout the recruiting and 
hiring process, highlight di�erent ways your business 
embraces flexible scheduling. 

As you incorporate more flexibility into how you work,  
take a look at how your business runs. Could certain 
aspects be built around the gig model? Your hard-to-fill 
shifts and busiest hours are ideal for temporary workers. 
Now is the perfect time to factor on-demand shifts into 
how you schedule. 

32% of workers have a side hustle  
(e.g., Lyft and Uber)

Only  
30% are 
confident  
in their 
ability  
to cover 
basic 
expenses

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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Snag makes it easier
When you have a better understanding of how underemployment a�ects 
workers, not just on the job but o� the clock as well, you can create a workplace 
that people are eager to be a part of. But the first step is hiring well from 
the very start. Snag has a variety of o�erings to help you find great workers, 
underemployed or otherwise, quickly.

 
 
 
Show o� your business on  
a custom Careers Site

A Careers Site is the perfect way to  
introduce your business to anyone looking  
for a new workplace or some extra hours.  
Snag o�ers free, mobile-friendly branded  
Careers Sites to promote job postings  
and your company to attract applicants.  
It’s also a great alternative for walk-in  
applicants, especially with our share- 
by-text feature for easier recruiting. 

“I love Snag, as it has taken my 
business completely paperless  
and eliminated wasted time.  
I have maintained my sanity  
with your services.”

Sally Saad  
Owner, Cinnabon

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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Recruit today’s worker,  
however it works for you
 
Connect with underemployed workers directly  
with Snag’s Recruiting Services. Our dedicated  
team works with you to create the best strategies  
for reaching great candidates in your area.  
From email alerts to sponsored postings, you  
get a custom recruiting plan built with your  
business and its needs in mind. 

Snag Work makes you  
part of the hustle 

It’s never been easier for you to leverage  
the growing gig economy to help sta� your  
business. Our on-demand work platform  
Snag Work keeps you connected with qualified 
workers. Tap into your neighborhood’s shared  
network to find workers eager to take on  
the shifts you need to fill right now. Talk with  
our team to see how Snag Work can be a  
part of how you take care of business.  

https://www.snag.co/employers/workforce-solutions/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-footer_ds-demandgen_employers-site_link_erc
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snag.co/employers

@snag

854.999.4082

connect@snag.co

Let’s start  
hiring together.  
 

Request a demo today 

https://www.snag.co/employers/request-a-demo/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-link_ds-demandgen_rad_link_erc
https://www.snag.co/employers/request-a-demo/?ref=sothw-under-ebook-link_ds-demandgen_rad_link_erc
mailto:connect@snag.co
https://twitter.com/Snag



